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Abstract— Gender Classification is a compelling field in computer science and technology. A lot of research is already 

existing in this area because of its various applications in technology and medical field. Some of the applications include 

human-computer interaction
 

[12], computer-aided physiological
 

[12] or psychological analysis
 

[12], biometric 

authentication [13], security
 
[14], monitoring [14], surveillance [14] and commercial profiling [14]. Though this field 

seem to be interesting, there are underlying problems that has to be faced and eliminated for success of the different 

applications. The goal of this paper is to highlight various gender classification methods, the databases utilized by these 

methods and the problem faced during the classification process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Classification is a task of grouping something into different categories. It can also be applied on human beings that can be 

grouped under various categories like gender, age, race, expressions, caste, religion, languages, geographical boundaries etc. 

This paper mainly focuses on gender classification. Gender classification issue is assumed to be a binary class problem that 

is; only two classes are assumed to be present (male and the female class) [1]. Human beings are diverse in nature. They 

differ in their physical appearance, personality, behaviour, thoughts and many more features. Even if two individuals are 

similar by physical appearance, there will be many distinguishing features separating them.  

To solve the issue of gender classification, many methods use physical appearance as input for classification. Physical 

appearance includes facial features like the eyes, nose, cheeks, lips, hair, forehead, ears, and the mid and lower body parts 

such as hands, legs, stomach area etc. Many research papers have facial features as an input to the classification problem. In 

the recent decades computer has become popular and gaining attention immensely in identification of ethnicity of human 

faces, gender and age, therefore image processing have a big role in computer science fields [14]. When recognising gender 

there are some distinguishable features that exist between male and female which are used by computerized methods to 

classify gender [14].  

This paper presents the survey of methods used in gender classification papers along with databases used and problem 

encountered while classifying. There are powerful methods that address this issue of classification. Image processing, 

machine learning, neural networks, feature extraction algorithms are some of the methods used. Gender classification is a 
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pattern recognition problem. Pattern recognition problems, can be handled with a supervised or unsupervised learning 

techniques. Supervised learning can be split into following levels (i) object detection and pre-processing (ii) feature 

extraction (iii) classification [14]. In the primary level, the input is image of a male or a female that is captured and ROI is 

detected like the face, which is cropped later or the mid and lower body are separated or cropped. This is followed by some 

pre-processing for example, histogram equalization, geometric alignment or resizing to remove any illumination problem or 

noise. In the next level, all important features are drawn out using techniques like LBP or MLBP from the ROI and further 

delivered for the classification. The classification can be achieved using SVM, NN, or Bayesian classifier which classifies 

the image as a male or a female image. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Researchers have developed many different and improved techniques to solve the classification problem. Most of the 

researchers use techniques that focus on the facial images for feature extraction and classification, such as: 

In [1], Ziyi Xu, Li Lu and Pengfei Shi implemented a hybrid method of fusing global features and local features of face 

image. The process consisted of three modules. First, the pre-processing module which includes the normalisation. The 

second module consisted of extracting features from normalised image forming feature vector. The last module, performs 

the classification by using Support Vector Machine (SVM) with the radial basis function (RBF) kernel [1] as the classifier. 

The appearance features were chosen with the help of AdaBoost algorithm and the geometry features were selected using 

Active Appearance Model (AAM) [1]. This method achieved accuracy of 92.38%. In [15] [16], methods such as PCA 

(principal component analysis), LDA (linear discriminant analysis) ([15], [16]), ICA (independent component analysis) were 

used for reducing the massive amount of features into desirable and essential ones. Classification was performed using SVM 

with Gaussian RBF kernel ([15], [16]) and Mahalanobis Distance& Euclidean Distance. 

For researchers who use face data, the primary step in gender classification is face detection. In [17], Aman R. Chadha, 

Pallavi P. Vaidya, M. Mani Roja developed a method for face recognition by applying Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

[17] for Local and Global Features ([17], [1]). The frontal face of the users in the images were cropped and separated from 

background. Further, DCT is utilized on the images. Global features were acquired from DCT coefficient and local features 

were also extracted. The recognition rate after combining both features was 94.5%. In [18], face recognition system utilizing 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [18] & eigenvectors was proposed. Further, PCA technique was utilised to reduce 

higher dimensionality features to lower dimensionality one. The proposed method accords better accuracy [18].  

Some researchers used facial patches to recognise gender. In [2], Anusha A V, Jayasree J K, Anusree Bhaskar, and Aneesh 

R P developed method for recognising facial expressions and gender classification from facial patches. Face detection was 

accomplished by voila jones algorithm. Gender was classified based on two expressions; joy and anger. The results were 

shown in form of confusion matrix and graphs [2]. In [3], Jiale Chen, Sen Liu, Zhibo Chen proposed the Multi-Branch 

Voting CNN (MBV-CNN) framework which first discovers and draws out the human face images in live videos. Each 

cropped face was then enhanced using adaptive brightness before delivering them into 3 CNN branches to clear the extreme 

illumination problem. Finally, a majority voting scheme was applied to limit the effect from motion blur, object occlusion to 

further improve the classification accuracy. Experiments were conducted on GCLV and LFW datasets. LFW dataset showed 

accuracy of 98.11% while GCLV showed 92.42% with Majority Voting Scheme and Brightness Enhancement. 

In [6], Hsuan-Hung Liu, Sendren Sheng-Dong Xu, Chung-Cheng Chiu, and Sheng-Yi Chiu proposed a multiple attributes 

(MA) recognition with weight allocation method. The method not only uses the facial parts, but also use characteristics of 

gender for gender identification. The whole body image is segment into face, upper body and lower body. SVM basic kernel 

function is trained with radial basis function (RBF). This is used as a classifier. Accuracy of 98.5% is achieved by the 

proposed method.  

In [10], Tiagrajah V. Janahiraman1 and Prasantth Subramaniam achieved gender classification using convolutional neural 

network based deep learning architectures using Tensorflow’s Deep Learning framework. The researchers compared three 

neural networks namely VGG16, ResNet-50, and MobileNet on database consisting of Asian faces. It was concluded that 

VGG16 gave the best performance and MobileNet gave the poor performance.  

In [19], Huu-Tuan Nguyen proposed a method for gender classification by merging two dissimilar kind of local features 

[19]
 
extracted from face images. Two pattern images are obtained from an input image by applying an Elliptical Local 
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Binary Patterns (ELBP) [19] operator and a Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [19] operator. Further, each pattern image is 

split into disjoint rectangular sub-areas to determine their histograms. Finally, all the histograms are combined to build a 

global representation mentioned to as Combined Local Patterns (CLP) vector [19] that carry both ELBP [19] and LPQ [19] 

patterns. In the classification stage, the SVM classifier is used to determine the genders of the test images. The experiment is 

carried out on datasets like FERET and AR. Classification accuracy on AR and FERET datasets are (exp1- 97%, exp2 - 

95.1%) and 98.5% respectively. 

 

III. GENDER CLASSIFICATION PIPELINE 

Gender classification problem is a double classification problem. Before detecting gender, face detection has to be 

performed first. Therefore, face detection is the primary step in gender classification. The steps in gender classification 

framework are: 

A. Input image 

The input image is a cropped human face. If the image is not a face image, then face detection algorithm has to be run 

for detecting faces which will be fed to the pre-processing stage. 

 

B. Face detection 

Here the task is to detect a face from non faces. Various algorithms are available for performing this. Again this is a 

classification problem. The accuracy of gender classification depends on how accurate the face has been detected. 

There are challenges involved like poses, illumination problem, blur images, facial expression, size of face that has to 

be eliminated or reduced. 

 

C. Pre-Processing 

The input image is may not be accurate enough and may add to the classification errors.  Some problems such as 

illumination, blur images, backgrounds are sensitive to classifiers. Therefore, it becomes important to pre-process the 

input image. Some steps are: 

 Normalization methods. 

 Background subtraction methods. 

 Grayscale conversion methods. 

 Methods for resizing images. 

 

D. Feature Extraction 

This is the main task which helps in the classification problem. Classification accuracy will largely depend on 

extracting relevant and the amount of features from the image. It is then send to the classification module.  It is 

categorised into two categories namely the appearance based feature extraction module (global features) and the 

geometric based feature extraction module (local features).  

1. Appearance based feature extraction module (global features): It finds the decision boundary directly from 

training images. considers an image as a high-dimensional vector [1] and extracts features from its statistical 
information, without relying on knowledge about the object of interest. Typically, this approach is holistic and 

has the advantage of being fast and simple [1]. 
2. Geometric based feature extraction module (local features): This is based on geometric features such as 

eyebrows thickness, nose width, eyes, forehead etc. In this strategy, some apriori knowledge was applied, and 

facial geometry features such as the eyes, nose, and mouth are extracted first. Therefore, this approach has the 

advantage of translation and rotation invariability but it may throw away a lot of helpful information [1]. 

 

E. Classification 

This is the final step where the feature vector prepared from the previous stage is utilised to classify the whether the 

image is a male or a female image. Various classifiers exist such as SVM, neural network, SVM with the radial basis 

function (RBF) kernel, LBP, MLBP etc. 
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IV. FACE DATABASES 

Face databases are easily available nowadays. However, some are paid while some are free to work on. Face databases used 

for gender classification usually contains 2D human face images. Multiple public face recognition challenge problems are 

available in which participants have permission to the data access, and execute experiments following a common protocol 

[20]. Publicly available face databases provide a basis for measuring progress in face recognition, and a standard comparing 

all models to identify future research directions [20].  

Some major challenges in this classification process include illumination problem, pose, expressions, occlusion, image 

quality. Inconsistent illumination can also alter the performance, as it can change the look of a face because of the variation 

in pixel intensity and the formation of shadows [20]. Images fed to the training process are usually the frontal face images of 

individual humans. Where humans find it easy it recognise the pose variations of a specific human; machine finds it difficult 

to recognise rotated face images.  Human expressions add to the problem like the pose variation problem discussed earlier. 

Occlusion basically means blockage. Therefore, the occlusion in face images are basically the sunglasses, scarfs, hats, 

painted face. They pose a significant problem in classification accuracy.  Finally, the quality of the images fed to the training 

process should be good one as to recognise the distinction in faces from the images. 

Face database authors have designed the databases by combining these factors so the researchers can evaluate the face 

recognition robustness against different conditions [20]. Using these databases eliminates the need for a face detection 

algorithm, since the images only contain a face and are typically centred on the image so they can be tested against any face 

recognition method [20]. Some of the face databases are: 

A. AR face database 

AR face database contains coloured images. Image size is usually 576 x 768. The overall number of unique 

people in the database are 126; 70 males and 56 females.  Each person in the database has 26 different pictures. Images 

are captured with following variations such as all frontal views of: neutral expression, smile, anger, scream, left light 

on, right light on, all sides lights on, wearing sun glasses, wearing sun glasses and left light on, wearing sun glasses 

and right light on, wearing scarf, wearing scarf and left light on, wearing scarf and right light on [22]; second sessions 

repeated same variations [22]. Citations are available as A.M. Martinez and R. Benavente. The AR Face Database. 

CVC Technical Report #24, June 1998 and its free for public to use [22]. 
 

B. Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) face database 

LFW face database contains coloured images. Image size is usually 150 x 150. The total number of distinct 

people in the database are 13,233. The number of distinct people in database varies, but have 1,680 individuals with 

more than 1 image. Images are mainly the frontal views of human faces. Citations are available as Gary B. Huang, 

Manu Ramesh, Tamara Berg, and Erik Learned-Miller. Labeled Faces in the Wild: A Database for Studying Face 

Recognition in Unconstrained Environments. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Technical Report 07-49, October, 

2007 and its free for public to use [22]. 

 

C. CVL face database 

CVL face database contains coloured images. Image size is usually 640 x 480. The total number of unique 

people in the database are 114; 108 males, 6 females. There are seven images per individual in the database. Images 

are mainly the profile left/right, 45 degrees left/right, frontal, frontal smile, frontal smile with teeth [22]. Citations are 

available in [22] and its free for public to use [22]. 

 

D. The Yale Face Database B  

The Yale database B face database does not contain coloured images. Image size is usually 640 x 480. The 

overall number of unique people in the database are 10. There are 576 images per individual in the database. There are 

9 poses x 64 illumination states captured. Citations are available in [22] and its free for public to use along with facial 

marker points ([22], [24]). 

 

E. The Extended Yale Face Database B  

In Extended Yale database B face database, there are total 16,128 images of 28 human volunteers under 9 

poses and 64 illumination states. The data format of this DB is the same as the Yale Face Database B ([23], [24]). All 

test image data utilized in the experiments are manually aligned, cropped, and then re-sized to 168x192 images. 
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F. FERET 

The Facial Recognition Technology (FERET) face database contains grayscale images. The database 

comprises of 24 facial image categories.  The images were assembled in 15 sessions between August 1993 and July 

1996. Each individual included two frontal views; in the first of these (image fa) a neutral facial expression was 

requested, and in the second (image fb) a different facial expression was requested (these requests were not always 

honored) [22]. For 200 individuals, three frontal views were taken, two analogous to fa and fb (images ba and bj), bk 

image was taken under different lighting conditions [22]. 

 

Other categories include different pose variations, the pose angles range from +60° to -60° (images bb, bc, bd, 

be, ba, bf, bg, bh and bi) [22]. These pose images are available for 200 subjects [22]. The remaining images were also 

non-frontal and included right and left profiles (images pr and pl), right and left quarter profiles (images qr and ql), and 

right and left half profiles (images hr and hl) [22]. In these groups, images were captured for 508 to 980 volunteers. In 

addition, five inconsistently spaced views were collected for 264 to 429 volunteers [22]. 

 

G. The Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) Database 

JAFFE face database contains images having size usually 256 x 256. The overall number of distinct people in 

the database are 10. There are seven images per individual in the database. There are images of individuals with 7 

different emotional facial expressions. Citations are available in [22] and its free for public to use [22]. 

 

H. CMU Multi-PIE Database 

CMU Multi-PIE database contains coloured images. Image size is usually 640 x 486. The overall number of 

unique people in the database are 68. There are many images per individual in the database almost a subgroup of one 

picture per individual. It contains images with 13 different posture of face, 43 different illumination states, and with 4 

different expressions [22]. Citations are available in [22] and its free for public to use [22]. 

 

I. Cohn-Kanade AU-Coded Facial Expression Database 

Kanade et al. created the Cohn-Kanade (CK) database that contains 486 sequences from 97 subjects. Each 

sequence begins with a neutral expression and proceeds to a peak expression [20]. The peak expression for each 

sequence is Full Facial Action Coding System (FACS) coded, and given an emotion label [20]. Emotion expressions 

included happy, surprise, anger, disgust, fear, and sadness [20]. The camera orientation is frontal, and small head 

motion is present [20]. Three variations in lighting were captured: ambient lighting, single-high-intensity lamp, and 

dual high-intensity lamps with reflective umbrellas [20]. 

  

J. VADANA Face Database 

The VADANA database provides a massive amount of high quality digital images for each volunteer within 

and across different ages collected by Somanath et al [20]. The images offer a natural range of pose, expression and 

illumination variation. Furthermore, relationships between subjects are included and, it provides with over 8,500 

related-pairs [20]. The primary uses of the database are for the problems of face verification and recognition across age 

progression, and determine if two subjects share blood-relations [20]. 

 

Database selection process is the complex one. However, one has to take care of the above mentioned 

challenges. The database selection process clearly depends on the application to be developed. Consider the age 

application to be developed, the suitable face database can be FERET, BANCA dataset, XM2VTS or CMU Multi-PIE. 

The images in these databases are captured over a time period. FERET captured its images in 15 sessions over a time 

period of 35 months [20].  BANCA dataset captures images in 12 sessions and XM2VTS and CMU Multi-PIE 

captured over 4 sessions. Also, database that is used for age evaluation is the VADANA database which is age 

annotated and contains a wide range of ages and age gaps [20]. If illumination is considered then Extended Yale B, 

CMU PIE, CMU Multi-PIE are suitable candidates. Similarly, if pose is considered then FERET, CMU Multi PIE, 

CAS-PEAL [20] can be good ones. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

To conclude, this paper highlights some gender classification attributes. It comprises of the general steps in gender 

classification process. Firstly, if the human face is not detected in the image then face detection is carried out. Then the 

cropped image is pre-processed and sent to the feature extraction module. After the features has been extracted, the feature 

vector is then delivered to the classification module where the image is classified as the male or the female image. The paper 

also discusses some face databases and the challenges faced during the classification process.  
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